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What's new:

1-6 Review Heroes & Generals is a Japanese strategy simulation game developed by SUDA51 and published for the Xbox 360, PlayStation 3 and PC (via Steam) by NIS America in the US and by
505 Games in Europe. Compatible with both Xbox 360 and PlayStation 3, Heroes & Generals play through a 'what if' war scenario, portraying the events and situations that took place during the
East vs. West conflict between Japan and China. The game features four major campaigns covering both countries' respective empires, with the focus on famous historical figures. Heroes &
Generals brings forth one of the most engaging realistic war strategies. The campaign allows players to experience the conflict to its fullest, and truly becomes a war for the ages. Given the
unique gameplay, the question of how Heroes & Generals compares to StarCraft may remain a difficult one. The game certainly is a step up from StarCraft in most areas in gameplay and
interesting character lore, but it's by no means perfect. Different Realities Heroes & Generals is made up of six campaigns, each representing a different period during the East vs. West war.
The historicity of the campaigns range from the 1980s to the present day, the most recent campaign taking place in 1989; the first campaign taking place in 1945. Each of these campaigns is
unique, representing different aspects of the conflict that the player will either choose to create, participate in, or both. No two playthroughs of the game will be identical and each campaign
will affect how your world is defined and constantly changing depending on what the player does. Only gameplay for the most recent campaign is discussed below. The campaign starts with the
"Chinese fear of war" campaign goal set in the 1980s. This goal gives players free reign on how they wish to go about the war, from an expansion of existing allies and military forces, to finding
other nations to fight against. This even includes opposing nations, though their contributions may require considerable work to coax them into direct fights. One aspect of the game that's
most noteworthy is the player's choice in forming alliances. The campaign includes a large number of different allies, with all of them earning their loyalty by supporting certain events or
choices. Allies can and will fight against other allies, including their own. It's important to note that the player's willingness to fight other nations can be reflected towards allies as well -- there
are different alliances with each faction, with each ally displayed in the 
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